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1 WHAT IS CHIWA? 
 

The first and ultimate real-time NFT gaming memecoin-themed play-
to-earn metaverse, a world where other memecoins could be invited to 
join, play and come together at the same multiplayer battlefield. 
Participate and compete in races & tournaments using any character 
among the multiple unique NFTs. Build your own field and earn profits 
while sleeping. 
 

Developed in Unreal Engine and runs on BSC and 
other blockchains in the near future. Players can 

engage in fierce combats with unconventional 
NFT characters in an expansive game world. 
CHIWA is an all-out skill-game where 
players are in constant battle for other 
coins, reaching upper-level access, and 
where winners get super rewarded.  

 
CHIWA represents the culmination of both our development and 
research efforts, focused and based on the convergence of 
cryptocurrency engagement and realtime gaming. The whole data 
gathered, qualified and analysed in the last year, where cryptocurrency 
had a prime role, have led us to conclude that not only does a market 
exist for a play-to-earn gaming experience like Chiwawa, but that the 
forces and trends shaping the tokenized digital asset gaming space are 
currently moving in a very favorable direction for exactly this type of 
offering. 
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Players join in real-time matches featuring different game modes at 
CHIWA Metaverse. In each game mode players are 
eliminated, until there is only one winner. By each 
elimination, the killer gets rewarded CHIWA tokens, 
increasing their respective prize at the end of the 
game. The top players get a % of all the collected 
fees, and several additional prizes, depending on 
the type of match played and the number of kills 
accomplished. There are both competitive and non-
competitive arenas, where players engage in fierce 
combats to show their supremacy over the rest of the Chiwaians. Each 
match played affects the overall global leaderboard position of the 
players, making the game even more competitive and fun to play with 
friends.  
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2 MARKET ANALYSIS 
 
According to the report published by Allied Market Research, the global 
augmented and virtual reality market generated $14.84 billions in 2020, and 
is expected to reach $ 454.73 billions by 2030, witnessing a CAGR of 40.7% 
from 2021 to 2030. As shown below the potential opportunity for CHIWA & its 
token holders is immense. 
 

 

 

 
The Sandbox (SAND)  

Current Marketcap - $4,490,091,178 
Fully diluted Marketcap - $14,550,599,253 

Number of tokens - 3,000,000,000 
Price per token-$4.85 

 
 

 

  

Decentraland (MANA) 
Current Marketcap - $5,611,164,249 

Fully diluted Marketcap - $6,800,306,805 
Number of tokens - 2,194,340,927 

Price per token-$3.08 

Axie Infinity (AXS) 
Current Marketcap - $4,556,282,528 

Fully diluted Marketcap - $20,197,779,954 
Number of tokens - 270,000,000 

Price per token-$75.04 
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3 TOKENOMICS 
 

CHIWA token has a total supply of 200,000,000,000 BEP20 tokens, and 
this will be the maximum number of tokens that will ever be minted. 
CHIWA was fair launched on PancakeSwap on December 27th, 2021. Its 
initial launched supply was 50,000,000,000 tokens, with a price of 
$USD 0.000001. 

 
 

 
- Fair Launch & Liquidity Pool (Locked) 
25% of the total supply is released on the fair launch. The Liquidity Pool 
tokens are going to be locked, 12.5% for 6 months, and 12.5% for 12 
months. This ensures safety to all our community members and long-
term holders, since it prevents rug pulls. 
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- Marketing, Team & Charity Funding 
25% of the total supply is reserved for the launch of Marketing 
campaigns in several countries, for the Team, and for Charity Funding, 
which will be donated to dog training foundations for special needs. 

- CHIWA Rewards 
15% is for rewards. A portion is going to be used for staking rewards, and 
another portion is going to be used for in-game rewards. Players receive 
tokens while they play in several ways, the rewards are a combination 
of both players fees and these tokens. 10% This portion is going to be 
vested for 1 year, and 5% for 2 months 

- Future Developments & Expenses 
35% is reserved to implement future developments & future expenses. 
From this portion, 10% is going to be vested for 1 year, and 25% is going 
to be vested for 2 years. 

 
  CHIWA Contract Address: 

0xc3434677ec3048df655c39a376969ecd7b726ef6 
 

CHIWA implicit value & usabillity 
CHIWA tokens will be the currency used throughout the game, to 
enhance player experience, and to make it easier for the whole 
community. This has three major advantages, the first one, is that it 
gives a crucial role to CHIWA since it is the only currency accepted to 
play the game, providing a wide range of usability cases for the token, 
which eventually brings value to the currency. Secondly, it helps all of 
our community members by simplifying the interface and learning 
process of the game ecosystem, because players don’t need to hold 
different types of tokens as in some popular games, such as Axie Infinity. 
Additionally, not only CHIWA will be the single token accepted on the 
metaverse, but there will also be frequent burns of the token, reducing 
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the circulating supply and turning the token deflationary, increasing its 
value. 

 
Buying CHIWA is easy. You can buy it on PancakeSwap We've created 
YouTube tutorials to show you how to buy Chiwa from beginning to end. 
Go to CHIWA YouTube Channel. 

 
There is an important fact to consider that has to do with slippage. 
We don’t charge taxes/commissions/slippage to Chiwaians that 
invest on our token. Just as the big and successful projects, we 
follow the same path, which gives us transparency, truthfulness, 
and a differentiating brand image over our competition. 
 

Once you have your CHIWA tokens, you can add liquidity and earn big 
fees for contributing to the community. You can add liquidity here, and 
you will automatically start to earn fees on every CHIWA trade. 

 
You can check CHIWA’s real-time chart in the following websites: 

 
- DexTools 
- PooCoin 
- Coingecko 
- CoinMarketCap  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://pancakeswap.finance/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUR55xaEQjxkU80u0hA8bgw?sub_confirmation=1
https://pancakeswap.finance/add/BUSD/0xc3434677ec3048df655c39a376969ecd7b726ef6
https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x464403a2b29ff314c64d629b388493450654e8d5
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xc3434677ec3048df655c39a376969ecd7b726ef6
https://www.coingecko.com/es/monedas/chiwawa
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/chiwawa/
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4 SAFU: LOCKED LIQUIDITY & TOKENS 
 
In order to be transparent and to provide a safe 
investment to our community, 100% of liquidity 
(Pancakeswap LP tokens) was locked in CryptEx 
Locker. This ensures our investors a liquidity pool big 
enough to give them the possibility of trading CHIWA 
token whenever they want, with 0 risk of rug pull. 

 
Moreover, as stated and explained in the tokenomics section, 50% of the 
total CHIWA supply was also locked in CryptEx Locker. This is part of our 
plan to maintain and guarantee both a sustainable token and project 
in the long-term, where Chiwaians will be able to constantly earn tokens 
while playing our game.  
 
Apart from these locks, we have created an Official 
Github account where you can check our source 
code, and you can see that it has been verified on 
BscScan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://cryptexlock.me/pair/56/0x464403a2b29fF314C64D629B388493450654E8d5
https://cryptexlock.me/pair/56/0x464403a2b29fF314C64D629B388493450654E8d5
https://cryptexlock.me/token/56/0xC3434677Ec3048df655c39a376969eCD7b726Ef6
https://github.com/chiwatoken/Chiwa.sol/blob/main/README.md
https://github.com/chiwatoken/Chiwa.sol/blob/main/README.md
https://bscscan.com/address/0xc3434677ec3048df655c39a376969ecd7b726ef6#code
https://bscscan.com/address/0xc3434677ec3048df655c39a376969ecd7b726ef6#code
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5 INGAME NFTS & MARKETPLACE 
 

The metaverse is only available for those users who 
own at least one CHIWA NFT. There are a vast 
number of different players and characters 
inside the metaverse, all which are unique and 
tradeable NFTs, which can be traded both on 
CHIWA Marketplace and other marketplaces 
of digital assets. By needing to own at least 
one character to access the metaverse, there 
is an implicit scarcity which makes the value 
of each NFT grow each time a new user joins the 
virtual world.  
 
This is one of the various ways in which players can generate money 

from the game, just by holding NFTs. Even more, all 
the NFTs can be rented to other players inside the 

metaverse for them to play with it to 
generate revenue, and a 
percentage of that revenue goes to 
the real owner of the digital asset. 
This percentage is established 
between both parts, before closing 

the deal. 
 
 
 
 
 
You can build and create your own game field from scratch, for which 
players pay a fee to play in. All the game fields are Real Estate NTFs that 
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can be traded inside CHIWA Marketplace and many 
others NFT markets. Apart from this, you can use your 
CHIWA tokens to add liquidity to the decentralized 
exchanges such as PancakeSwap & ApeSwap, where 
you will earn a % on every transaction executed. 
 

Inside CHIWA platform, 
there is going to be a 

Virtual Marketplace, where all Chiwaians will be 
able to trade all types of digital assets, allowing 
them to freely exchange resources in a 
decentralized way, with no third parties 
involved. In this marketplace, there will also be 
new, distinctive, eccentric and unique NFTs 
oftenly in sale to the public, so that everyone 
can get their own character and start playing in 

an easy and intuitive way. 
 
20% of the revenue from the first ever CHIWA NFTs that will be sold, will 
be used to increase CHIWA token value, to ensure 
and maximize our holders’ profit. From this 20%, 
10% will be used to increase liquidity in 
decentralized exchanges so that people can 
safely trade without affecting the price too much, 
and the other 10% will be burnt, decreasing the 
total circulating supply of tokens, thing 
which will turn CHIWA token deflationary in 
the long term. Both things will contribute and 
add value to our token, causing a significant increase in the price. 
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6 COLLABORATIONS 
 
  Community is a strong theme both within the cryptocurrency space 

and in gaming more broadly. Following this idea, we believe that the 
CHIWAWA project would be remiss if it ignored the 
potential for synergy with other projects and 
teams. The initial groundwork for collaboration 
with other BEP20 adjacent projects is already 
being laid, and we are extremely opened to 
form and settle new partnerships with 
different projects, benefitting the entire 
crypto community. We want CHIWAWA to 
lay the foundations of an up-and-coming, 
strong and supportive family, where no one is 
going to be left behind, where everyone is welcomed, and where you 
can feel at home. 
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7 TEAM 
 

     Our development team is conformed by 10 adventurous dogs that work 
every single day together, joining our abilities and strengths to make our 
project the best on the market. The team has several different 
professional players, some are bankers, software developers, engineers, 
designers, & marketing geniuses. 

 

Bolt Dogo - Lead Developer 
15+ years computer science 

5+ years in the crypto industry 
 

Snoopy Dog - Lead Game Developer 
10+ years game designer 

5+ years specialized in multiplayer gaming 
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Pluto Dog - Banker 
30+ years in the banking industry, top management position in 

several international institutions 

 

Cryptdog - Engineer 
25+ years of experience in business consulting 

4+ venture capital investor in critical blockchain-based projects 
 

 

Daisy Doggy – Marketing Director 
15+ years driving main marketing campaigns for The Coca-Cola 

Company, Red Bull & Dunkin Donuts 
4+ years social media marketing campaigns 
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8 ROADMAP 
 

o Web services inauguration 
 

o Social media coverage 
 

o Fair launch on PancakeSwap 
 

o Listing on CoinGecko 
 

o Listing on CoinMarketCap 
 

o Release Litepaper 
 

o Kickstart global marketing campaign 
 

o First CHIWA Metaverse trailer 
 

o CHIWA's metaverse NFT unique collection 
 

o Charity directed to dog training foundations for special needs 
 

o Whitepaper release 
 

o Make an audit 
 

o CHIWA beta game launch 
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9 WEBSITE & SOCIAL CHANNELS 
 

     Don't forget to visit our project's website https://www.chiwatoken.com 
to learn more about our vision and long-term goals! You can also follow 
us on every social media channel we have, please click in each logo and 
you will be redirected to that network. 

 
Website: https://www.chiwatoken.com 

Email Contact: contact@chiwatoken.com 
 

                  
 

  
Link Tree (all Chiwawa’s links, including locks and contract address): 

https://linktr.ee/chiwatoken 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

https://www.chiwatoken.com/
mailto:contact@chiwatoken.com
https://linktr.ee/chiwatoken
https://twitter.com/chiwatoken
https://t.me/chiwa_official
https://www.instagram.com/chiwatoken
https://chiwatoken.medium.com/
https://github.com/chiwatoken/Chiwa.sol/blob/main/README.md
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUR55xaEQjxkU80u0hA8bgw?sub_confirmation=1
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10 SPECIAL THANKS  
 

We are immensely grateful, and we extremely appreciate our whole 
community, Chiwawa’s early backers and supporters, and everyone who 
has cheered us on, supported and believe in us up to this point, which is 
just the start of this colossal journey together. We, as a family are 
constantly learning, building and laying the foundations for the future 
ahead. 

 
Even more, we are exceptionally thankful to the leaders of this crypto 
movement, especially Satoshi Nakamoto, which are the ones that truly 
fought for this community and opened us the doors to create and 
develop projects like Chiwawa! In addition, we are really grateful to 
Changpeng Zhao, also known as CZ, creator of Binance, therefore the one 
who made possible to launch CHIWA on Binance Smart Chain. 
 
Finally, we would like to remark the selfless collaboration and guidance 
of renowned advisors from prominent and notorious play to earn and 
other crypto projects, as well as Binance Smart Chain counselors. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


